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Abstract
In evaluating a local position in go, players want to know its current territorial count and the
value of a local play. Many go positions are classical combinatorial games; the mean value
of the game corresponds to the count and its temperature corresponds to the value of the play.
Thermography nds the mean value and temperature of a combinatorial game. However, go
positions often include kos, repetitive positions which are not classical combinatorial games.
Thermography has been generalized to include positions containing a single ko. This paper
extends thermography further to include positions with multiple kos. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Thermography nds the mean values and temperatures of combinatorial games.
Classical thermography fails for kos, loopy games which have cyclical game graphs.
Berlekamp [1] allows one player, the komaster, to break the cycle and win the ko. But
when more than one ko is active at one time, no player can win them all, as a rule.
To extend thermography to multiple ko positions, we redene thermographs in terms
of optimal alternating play. Then to nd the thermograph for a ko position we rst
convert its combinatorial game graph to a pair of and=or trees and apply our extension
of thermography to them.
1.1. Combinatorial games and go positions
Classical combinatorial games are 2-player games with perfect information. The play-
ers, called Left and Right, alternate play in the game as a whole, but who plays rst
is not part of the denition of the game. Play eventually reaches an end [2].
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Many local go positions are classical combinatorial games. By convention, Black is
Left and White is Right, Black scores are positive and White scores are negative. Also,
we refer to Black as female, White as male [3].
1.2. Denition of the thermograph
The thermograph of a combinatorial game, G, shows, for each temperature, t, the
Left and Right scores of G cooled by t [2]. The Left (Right) score of a game is the
result of alternating minmax play if player Left (Right) plays rst. The set of all (Left
score (Right score), temperature) pairs is the Left (Right) wall of the thermograph.
A game is cooled by t by imposing a tax equal to t on each play. Instead of cooling
we shall make use of the relation between the thermograph and minmax play in a
universal enriched environment (UEE) [1].
A UEE is a sum of simple games called switches, of the form fv j − vg, where
Left can play to a position worth v points and Right can play to a position worth
−v points. (Go players are familiar with f0j0g switches. They call them dame.) The
size of fv j − vg is v. The temperature, t, of the UEE is the largest size of any of its
switches. To construct a UEE, Un; t , let
n = 1=lcmf1; 2; : : : ; ng: (1)
Let Un; t consist of (2n+1) switches of each size 0; n; 2 :n; : : : ; (2m− 1):n; t. Since
t is an even multiple of n, the Left score of Un; t is
LS(Un; t) = t=2 (2)
and the Right score is
RS(Un; t) = −t=2: (3)
Given a game, G, for all suciently large n the Left and Right scores of G+Un; t are
constant and we may dene the thermograph of G in terms of these constant scores.
The value of the Left wall of the thermograph of G at temperature t is
L(Gt) = LS(G + Un; t)− LS(Un; t); (4)
correspondingly, the value of the Right wall of the thermograph is
R(Gt) = RS(G + Un; t)− RS(Un; t): (5)
2. Deriving thermographs
By convention the axes of a thermograph are rotated counterclockwise 90. The
temperature, t, is plotted on the vertical axis with positive values above the origin.
The score for Left (Black), v, is plotted on the horizontal axis with positive values to
the left of the origin. Each thermographic line represents a mast. If a go position is
terminal, its thermograph is a vertical mast with the equation, v=m, the local score.
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Fig. 1. Scaolds for game f4j0g.
In the extended thermograph, if a sequence of play from the original position reaches
a terminal position with a score of m, the equation of the corresponding thermographic
line is v=m + (w − b)t, where w is the number of local plays in the sequence by
White, and b is the number of local plays in the sequence by Black.
In the combinatorial game f4j0g, Black can play to a position worth 4 points and
White can play to a position worth 0. Fig. 1 shows the thermographic lines which
represent plays in that game, line (1) when Black plays rst and line (2) when White
plays rst. Line (1) is called the Left scaold; line (2) is the Right scaold [1]. Their
equations are
v = 4− t; (1)
v = t: (2)
The scaolds intersect at temperature t=2. When t<2, each player will prefer to play
in the game rather than in the environment, and the scaolds represent the Right and
Left walls at t.
But when t>2, minmax play for each player is in the environment. In this case,
minmax play at t is not sucient to determine the Right and Left walls. When t = 3,
for instance, it tells us only that the Left wall is greater than 1 and the Right wall is
less than 3.
However, minmax play through a range of temperatures, in this case a drop from
temperature 3 to 2, will establish the Right and Left walls at temperature 3. Since each
player plays in the environment, the gain of the rst player between those temperatures
is the same amount as it would be in the environment alone, without the game. The Left
or Right wall at temperatures greater than 2 is thus the same as it is at temperature 2.
When t>2 the Left and Right walls coincide at v = 2. The coincident walls form a
mast with equation
v = 2: (3)
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Fig. 2. Thermograph of game f4j0g.
The temperature of the game is 2 and its mean value is 2. Fig. 2 shows the thermograph
of f4j0g.
Note:
{ Plays in the environment are not sucient to determine thermographic values.
{ The value of a simple mast, where both players prefer to play in the environment,
is determined at its base.
(Some ko positions have more complicated masts. Berlekamp [1] covers this impor-
tant topic.)
In this case, which is typical, the intersection of the Left and Right scaolds de-
termines the mast. It may also happen that the scaolds do not intersect, even at the
lowest temperature. An example is the game f−6j8g. Then the game is terminal, and
its value may be dierent under dierent rules. Its mast value is just its terminal value
under the rules in use.
(As a combinatorial game, the value of f−6j8g is 0. Go players recognize this game
as a seki, and give it a territorial value of 0. Territory counting, as under Japanese
rules, typically coincides with the value of such a game in combinatorial game theory.)
In theory we can determine any thermograph by nding the Left and Right values
at each temperature for each line of play and eliminating the suboptimal ones. When
minmax play for each player is in the environment, however, we need not consider all
possible lines of play. We may simply assume that each player plays in the environment
until it is wrong to do so.
Since simple masts are determined at their bases, a typical method of drawing ther-
mographs is to derive them bottom up, from the thermographs of their followers.
2.1. Thermographs for and=or trees
In combinatorial game trees Left branches represent options for Left and Right
branches represent options for Right. By contrast, in and=or game trees the branches
represent options for the player with the move. This extension of thermography utilizes
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Fig. 3. Two kinds of game tree.
and=or trees. To convert a combinatorial game tree to a pair of and=or game trees, we
make plays in the environment explicit. Fig. 3 shows the combinatorial game tree for
the game f2jj0j − 6g on the left, and its corresponding pair of and=or game trees on
the right.
The two and=or trees share the same root and dier depending on who plays rst
from it. The Left tree shows Black’s play to a position worth 2 points. In the Right tree
White can play to B. (In future gures, we shall join the Left and Right tree pair at
the root.) From B Black can play to 0 or play in the environment. The ‘e’ indicates a
play in the environment, which leaves the local game node the same, but changes who
has the move. After Black’s play in the environment, White can play to −6 from B.
This and=or tree representation leaves out many lines of play. It ignores inferior plays
in the environment, but they are dominated. It also ignores many correct sequences of
plays in the environment. After White plays to B and Black plays in the environment,
it might be correct for White to play in the environment, too. In fact, if Black’s play
was correct, White should almost certainly play in the environment.
But in that case, there is a mast at B at the current temperature. Black’s environ-
mental option is sucient to establish the fact that there is a mast at B. The Left and
Right options at B carry all the information needed to nd that mast. Further plays in
the environment tell us nothing new. That fact leads to our basic principle of pruning:
Ignore environmental plays at established masts.
The rst ‘e’ establishes the mast at B. No subsequent ‘e’s are allowed from B. We
disallow environmental plays from the root, as well. They would also be meaningless,
since either player can play from the root.
2.1.1. Constructing the thermograph
How can we construct the thermograph of the pair of and=or trees? The process is
essentially the same as with combinatorial game trees. We work bottom up from the
followers.
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Fig. 4. Left wall of B.
To reach −6 from the root there are 2 plays in the game (local plays) by White,
none by Black. That gives us the Right scaold of B,
v = −6 + 2t: (1)
To reach 0 there is one local Black play and one local White play, which gives us the
Left scaold of B,
v = 0: (2)
The ‘e’ tells us that there is a mast at B. Since it and the play to 0 are both Left
options from B, we know that we use the Left wall of the thermograph of B in deriving
the nal thermograph. The mast of B has the equation
v = −3 + t: (3)
Of course, the mast of B would be vertical in its own thermograph, but not in the
thermograph of A. Fig. 4 shows the construction of the Left wall of B, which is
indicated by thickness. The Left wall is the maximum of the Left scaold and the
mast.
Now we can construct the thermograph for A. Its Right scaold is the Left wall
of B. To reach 2 takes 1 move by Black, which gives us its Left scaold:
v = 2− t: (4)
Fig. 5 shows the construction of the thermograph of A. The thick lines form the ther-
mograph. The scaolds intersect at a temperature of 2 and a score of 0, the temperature
and mean value of the game. The mast is the line
v = 0: (5)
2.2. Ko thermographs
Kos are go positions which potentially repeat. Since repetition of board positions
in go may lead to hung games, dierent versions of ko rules prevent some or all
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Fig. 5. Thermograph of f2 j j0j − 6g.
Fig. 6. Ko.
repetitions. For any version of ko rules we may draw a thermograph for a position
containing one or more kos as long as the rules prohibit a hung game.
A board position in which at least one of the options is prohibited by the ko rules is
called ko-banned [1]. When a ko ban prevents a player from making a ko move, optimal
play may be for her to play in the environment, and then for her opponent to continue
with a local play. A classical thermograph can indicate play in the environment only
when both players play there consecutively; it does so with a vertical mast. We have
dened the thermograph in terms of optimal play so that it may indicate sequences of
play in which only one player plays in the environment.
Fig. 6 shows a simple ko. Since the Black stone below ‘a’ has only one liberty
(open adjacent point), White can take it by playing a stone at ‘a’ and removing the
captured stone from the board. But after White captured that stone, the capturing stone
would have only one liberty, and Black could take it back, if the ko rules did not
prohibit the recapture.
If Black captures the two White stones, the score is 5; if White captures the Black
stone and later lls the point below ‘a’, the score is −4. Fig. 7 shows the game graph
of this ko, on the left. The original position is labeled ‘A’ and the position after White
takes is labeled ‘B’. The U-curve between A and B indicates the ko.
To draw the thermograph of A we derive Left and Right and=or game trees from
the game graph and the ko rules. In Fig. 7 the trees for this graph are on the right.
The Prolog program in the appendix converts a game graph to its and=or trees.
In the Right tree White plays from A to #B. The ‘#’ indicates the ko ban at B.
A ko-banned node does not form a mast (unless it is terminal), because a play in the
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Fig. 7. Simple ko graph and its trees.
environment, which is necessary to establish the mast, removes the ko ban, and that
changes the game. (If a position is terminal, there is no environment left, not even a
dame.)
Next Black plays in the environment. Now White has two options, one to −4, and
another environmental play. Since the rst environmental play removed the ko ban, the
second one establishes a mast at B. Next Black plays to #A, where the tree stops.
That seems unusual, to say the least. But after Black plays to #A, an environmental
play would simply return to a position equivalent to one after an initial environmental
play from the root, and yield no thermographic information. (Note that, because of the
intervening environmental plays, it would play to a position equivalent to that after 3
alternating environmental plays from the root.)
Working bottom up, we rst evaluate #A. It has a value only if it is terminal, so
we assume that it is. Since White has no play, we might evaluate it the same as
the combinatorial game f5j g=6. Dierent go rules evaluate terminal ko positions
dierently. The value of 6 is consistent with territorial counting under American Go
Association (AGA) rules. Having no useful play, not even a dame, White would have
to ll in a point of his own territory, sacrice a stone, or pass and surrender a stone;
each choice would cost 1 point. In this paper I shall use AGA territorial rules.
The scaolds for B have the equations
v = 6; (1)
v = −4 + 2t: (2)
They intersect at temperature 5 to produce the mast
v = 1 + t: (3)
Since White plays from B, we use the Right wall of the thermograph for deriving
further thermographs. Fig. 8 shows the graphical derivation of the Right wall of B.
Note that B would have a quite dierent thermograph if it were the root. That is
typically the case for subsidiary ko nodes in an and=or tree.
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Fig. 8. Right wall of B.
Fig. 9. Simple ko thermograph.
As a ko-banned node, #B does not form a mast. The Right wall of B is the Left
wall of #B.
We are now ready to form the thermograph for A. Its Right scaold is the Left wall
of #B and its Left scaold is the line
v = 5− t: (4)
Fig. 9 shows the derivation of the thermograph. The ko has a temperature of 3 and a
mast value of 2. (The mast value and mean value of a ko do not necessarily coincide.
However, for simple kos they do.)
The exact value of #A made no dierence. That is typical, as #A must be at least
as good for Black as A. Because it allows Black to play to #A, White’s environmental
play from B is senseless.
2.3. Pruning
To eliminate redundancies in each and=or game tree, we disallow sequences in which
an environmental play follows the root node or an environmental play returns to an
established mast.
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An environmental play establishes a mast for all previous nodes which are not ko-
banned. Let us indicate a node reached by an environmental play by ‘e’. The play
sequence of nodes A : : : e : : :A e is equivalent to A e if the number of local Black and
White plays is the same between the two occurrences of A. (Pruning when the number
of such plays is not the same is discussed below.)
An environmental play cannot establish a mast for a ko-banned node, because it
destroys the ko ban. A ko-banned node may have a mast only if it is terminal. Its
terminal value depends on the rules.
In the Prolog program the predicate, mast, checks whether the mast for a node has
been established. (The ‘o’ indicates that the node is not ko-banned.)
mast([Root - o], Root) :- !.
mast([ej History], Node) :- !, mast1(History, Node).
mast([ j History], Node) :- mast(History, Node).
mast1([Node - o | ], Node) :- !.
mast1([e j History], Node) :- !, mast2(History, Node).
mast1([ j History], Node) :- mast1(History, Node).
mast2([Node - | ], Node) :- !.
mast2([ | History], Node) :- mast2(History, Node).
History is the ancestor list of Node in reverse order, along with ko ban status. Searching
back, if mast nds no play in the environment (‘e’), a mast is established only for
the root. If it nds one ‘e’, a mast is established for any previous occurrence of Node
which is not ko-banned. If it nds a second ‘e’, a mast is established for any previous
occurrence of Node.
2.3.1. Pruning non-ko repetitions
It is possible to repeat a local board position after one player has made more net
local plays. Such repetitions should be pruned from the game graph, prior to converting
the graph to the and=or trees [4].
The lines of play leading to such repetitions are not optimal. Suppose that Black has
repeated a local position after making n more local plays than White. Because each
play involves placing a stone on the board, Black will have lost one stone for each
extra play, for a loss of n points by territory scoring. By alternating play, White will
have made at least n−1 extra plays in the environment, for an additional loss to Black
of at least (n− 1)t. Black cannot have made a gain.
2.4. Superkos and remote ko bans
Superkos are kos with cycles longer than 2 plays. For our method to work with them,
we must utilize the concept of the remote ko ban. The following example illustrates
what it is and why it is necessary.
Fig. 10 shows the Long Life superko. In the original position (A) White threatens
to capture Black’s group, but Black 1 captures two White stones. Then White throws
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Fig. 10. Long life.
Fig. 11. Long life game graph.
a stone in at 2, Black 3 threatens four White stones, and White 4 captures two Black
stones, returning to the original position.
Principal variations:
{ White can make seki by playing at 4 instead of 2.
{ Black can capture at 4 instead of playing at 3. That would be a mistake, because
White could then play at 3, killing the Black group. Even if Black captured the White
stones, White could prevent her from making the two eyes required for independent
life.
Fig. 11 shows a simplied game graph for the original long life position. For clarity
I have replaced nodes with temperatures 1 or less with their mean values. Doing so
will not alter the thermograph for temperatures higher than 1.
By the rules for superkos, after the play sequence A B C D, D is ko-banned.
However, White will prefer to accept the ban one round earlier, at B; after White
plays in the environment, from B Black can move to a position worth only 9, instead
of 9 2=3. B has a remote ko ban.
Given a superko sequence, A...X Y Z, in which A is a follower of Z, but the rules
prevent a player from playing from Z to A, Z has a ko ban, and X and every second
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Fig. 12. Double ko life.
node before X in the sequence, going back to the next previous occurrence of A, has
a remote ko ban.
In the game tree, we mark a node with a remote ko ban with a #. In this example,
after Black moves from A to #B, a play in the environment removes the immediate
White ko ban from #D, and hence the remote ko ban at #B. As with the immediate
ko ban, the play in the environment changes the game. Thus we treat a remote ko ban
the same as an immediate ko ban, and do not give it a mast, unless it is terminal.
2.5. Double ko life
Now we have reached the kind of position for which we have extended thermogra-
phy, a multiple ko.
In Fig. 12 Black is alive in double ko. Let us call this position J. White can play at
‘a’ to position D, threatening to take Black’s stones. But Black can then play at ‘b’ to
position K, and White is banned from taking back. Fig. 13 shows the double ko graph
and its pair of trees.
To derive the thermograph, let us start at the bottom right of the Right tree. First, we
evaluate the ko-banned node, #J, as terminal. f8j g=9 in combinatorial game theory,
and both AGA and Japanese rules give the same value. We now nd the thermograph
for K. The Right scaold is
v = 9: (1)
The Left scaold is
v = 8− t: (2)
Fig. 14 shows the derivation of the thermograph of K. Since the Left scaold lies to
the Right of the Right scaold, this is a terminal position. As with #J, the terminal
value is 9. The mast of K is the Right wall of #K.
From D Black can play to #K or #J. Each one has a value of 9. The Left scaold
of D is Eq. (1), v=9. The Right scaold is
v = −21 + 2t: (3)
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Fig. 13. Double ko graph and trees.
Fig. 14. Thermograph of K.
Fig. 15. Right wall of D.
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Fig. 16. Thermograph of #D.
Fig. 17. Thermograph of double ko life.
In Fig. 15 we nd the Right wall of D. The mast of D is
v = −6 + t: (4)
The thermograph of #D has no mast. Since Black has the move, it is the maximum
of the Right walls of D and #K. The tree below this #K node is the same as below
the other #K node, so the thermograph is the same: the vertical line at 9.
In Fig. 16 we nd the thermograph of #D. Below temperature 15 line (1) dominates;
above that line (4) does.
Now we can nd the thermograph of J. Its Right scaold is the thermograph of #D.
Its Left scaold is line (2). Fig. 17 shows the derivation. Again the Left scaold lies
to the right of the Right scaold. J is terminal, with a mast value of 9.
3. Comparison with generalized ko thermography
Players frequently contest a ko by making threats which the opponent must answer,
and then taking the ko back. Such a contest is called a ko ght. With correct play, the
player who has enough suciently large threats can win the ko ght.
Berlekamp [1] utilizes the concept of komaster to extend thermography to ko po-
sitions. The komaster of a ko may win the ko ght, but, once she has taken the
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Fig. 18. Approach ko.
ko and repeated the global position, she must make another local move immediately.
(Berlekamp’s economist rules permit two consecutive plays by the same player.)
The komaster rule retains desirable properties of classical thermography:
{ For a sum of games which does not include multiple kos which are active at the
same time on the same board, the mast value of the sum is the sum of the mast
values of the components.
{ The temperature of the sum is at most the temperature of its hottest component.
Our extension of thermography retains neither of those properties. A sum of kos or
of kos and threats may have a mast value which diers from the sum of the mast
values of its components, or a temperature which is hotter than any of its components.
However, by making ko threats explicit, our extension permits us to explore positions
which lie between the extremes of komaster, and the intricacies of the relationships
among threats and kos. We are also able to model komaster.
3.1. Modeling komaster
Berlekamp [1] discovered that some ko positions are hyperactive; the mast value de-
pends on who is komaster. Whether a position is hyperactive is important information.
It is desirable for us to model komaster conditions within our extension.
The classical komaster has the right to break a ko ban, but that right is limited by
the requirement to make a continuing local play immediately after she does so. In our
model, the komaster of a node has the right to play from that node, even if the play
breaks a ko ban. We limit that right by allowing it to be exercised only once. After
making the play, she loses the right, even if she did not break a ko ban to do so.
The komaster may make a continuing local play only if her opponent plays in the
environment.
Fig. 18 shows an example, an approach ko. Before he can win the ko, White must
take it, and then, if Black plays elsewhere, ll Black’s outside liberty at ‘a’. Then
White must win the nal ko.
This ko is hyperactive. If Black is komaster, the thermograph is simply a vertical
mast at 7. Let White be komaster. Fig. 19 shows the game graph and trees.
White faces possible ko bans at nodes A and D of the game graph. Since A is the
root, he has the right to move from A initially. Thus, we need give White only the
right to break a ko ban at D. We may indicate this by writing the game tree root as
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Fig. 19. Approach ko game graph and trees.
Fig. 20. Approach ko thermograph with White komaster.
A(D). We carry along the right to each tree node until we reach a score, or node D.
At D we remove the right, in exchange for removing any ko ban.
Fig. 20 shows the thermograph of this approach ko. In 1 move Black can play to a
position worth 7 points, and in 3 net moves White can play to a position worth −18
points. White can do so because he is komaster at D.
Berlekamp’s komaster rules are not designed for multiple kos [1]. Suppose that from
position M Black can take more than one ko. If White breaks a ko ban to play to M,
he cannot enforce making a continuing local play. Black can always take another ko.
However, our weaker version of komaster can apply to multiple kos, because it gives
the komaster only the right to break the ko ban once. It confers neither the right nor
the obligation to continue locally.
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3.2. Superkos
With superkos, using komaster rules a decision must be made where to break the
ko ban. Dierent decisions may lead to dierent thermographs. Muller et al. [4] state:
\Koloser wants to minimize the damage from losing the ko, while komaster wants to
pay a lower tax rate for her successive moves. Our current algorithm does not attempt
to nd the optimal cut points".
Our method does not require such a decision. It recognizes remote ko bans and
preserves all options for each player. Then the dilemma is resolved thermographically.
4. Summary
By determining thermographs through reference to minmax play in a universal en-
riched environment, we may extend thermography to positions with multiple kos. From
the game graphs of ko positions we derive a pair of and=or trees and apply thermo-
graphy to them.
The idea of an established mast lets us prune and=or trees and yields a practical
method to derive their thermographs. The concept of the remote ko ban allows the
proper thermographic evaluation of superkos. A weak version of komaster rights may
be extended to multiple ko situations.
While our extension of thermography sacrices some valuable properties of classical
thermography, it allows us in theory to evaluate any go position which does not lead
to a hung game, and to explore relations among kos and threats.
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Appendix. prolog program for game tree conversion
/***********************************************************************
* This program converts a combinatorial game graph to a pair of *
* and/or trees. *
************************************************************************/
:- op(600, fx, #).
:- op(200, xfx, ::).
:- op(700, xfx, <::).
:- op(700, xfx, ::>).
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/*********************************************************************
* graph tree(Node, Graph, LeftTree, RightTree) *
* converts a game graph, Graph, to a thermographic tree *
* with Node as the root. The tree consists of two left-right *
* (and/or) trees, LeftTree and RightTree, which *
* indicate alternating play. *
* Graph is a list of Nodes and Followers of the form *
* Node - LeftFollowers :: RightFollowers. *
* (The letter ‘e’ cannot be a Node identifier.) *
* LeftTree has the form Root <:: Branches. *
* RightTree has the form Root ::> Branches. *
* Branches is a list of subtrees. *
* Example: Double ko life *
* J has Left follower 8 and Right follower D; *
* D has Left followers J and K, Right follower -21; *
* K has Left follower 8 and Right follower D. *
* The query to find the LeftTree and RightTree of J is *
* graph tree(j,[j - [8] :: [d], d - [j, k] :: [-21], *
* k - [8] :: [d]], LeftTree, RightTree) *
*********************************************************************/
graph tree(Node, Graph, LeftTree, RightTree) :-
graph tree(left, Node, Node, [], Graph, LeftTree),
graph tree(right, Node, Node, [], Graph, RightTree).
% The empty list ([]) is the history of Node.
% The history lists ancestors, along with their
% kobanned status.
graph tree( , Node, , , , Node) :- number(Node), !.
% If Node is a number, it is the Tree.
graph tree(Direction, Node, Root0, History, Graph, Tree)
:- !, followers(Direction, Node, Graph, Followers),
% Find the immediate Followers in Direction from
% Node in Graph.
kobanned(History, Root0, Root, Followers, Children),
% The graph Root (Root0) and its Followers map
% to the tree Root and its Children.
other way(Direction, OppositeDir),
branches(OppositeDir, Node, [Root j History],
Graph, Children, Branches),
% Each Child is the root of a sub-tree, Branch.
tree(Direction, Root, Branches, Tree).
% Tree is derived from the Root, the Direction,
% and the Branches.
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/***********************************************************************
* followers(Direction, Node, Graph, Followers) finds *
* the immediate Followers in Direction from Node in *
* Graph. *
***********************************************************************/
followers( , , [], []) :- !.
followers(left, Node, [Node - LeftFollowers :: | ],
LeftFollowers) :- !.
followers(right, Node, [Node - :: RightFollowers | ],
RightFollowers) :- !.
followers(Direction, Node, [ | Nodes], Followers) :-
followers(Direction, Node, Nodes, Followers).
/***********************************************************************
* kobanned(History, Root0, Root, Followers, Children) *
* checks History to select Children which are not ko- *
* banned from among Followers. In case of a ko ban *
* Root = Root 0 - x, and previous nodes may inherit a *
* remote ko ban. Any ko ban depends on the ko rules *
* used. This version uses the positional super ko rule, *
* which prohibits any repetition of a whole board *
* position. *
***********************************************************************/
kobanned( , e, e, Followers, Followers) :- !.
% An environmental play (e) removes any ko ban.
kobanned( , Root, Root - , [], []) :- !.
kobanned(History, Root0, Root, [Follower | Followers],
Children0) :- repeated(History, Follower, YesNo),
map(YesNo, History, Root0, Root, Follower, Children0,
Children),
kobanned(History, Root0, Root, Followers, Children).
/***********************************************************************
* repeated(History, Follower) searches for Follower in *
* History, which is in reverse order. If Follower *
* occurs before an environmental play (e) is encoun- *
* tered, there is a ko ban. *
***********************************************************************/
repeated([], , no) :- !.
repeated([e | History], Follower, YesNo) :- !,
repeated1(History, Follower, YesNo).
repeated( ,Follower, no) :- number(Follower), !.
repeated([Follower - | ], Follower, yes) :- !.
repeated([ | History], Follower, YesNo) :-
repeated(History, Follower, YesNo).
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/***********************************************************************
* repeated1(History, Follower, YesNo) *
* ascertains the node at which an environmental play *
* (e) was made. If it was Follower, then there is a ko *
* ban; otherwise there is not. *
***********************************************************************/
repeated1([e, Follower - | ],Follower, yes) :- !.
repeated1([Follower - | ], Follower, yes) :- !.
repeated1( , , no) :- !.
map(no, , , , Follower, [Follower | Children],
Children) :- !.
map(yes, History, Root, Root - x, Follower,
Children, Children) :- !,
mark(Follower, History).
% If there is a ko ban, the Root is marked and
% the Follower is not a Child. Any remote ko ban is
% also marked.
mark( , [e | ]) :- !.
mark(Follower, [Follower - | ]) :- !.
mark(Follower, [ , - x | History]) :-
mark(Follower, History).
other way(left, right) :- !.
other way(right, left) :- !.
/***********************************************************************
* branches(Direction, Node, History, Graph, Children, *
* Branches). There is a Branch for each Child. In *
* addition, there is one for a play in the environment *
* (e) if the mast for Node has not been established. *
* On an established mast an environmental play is *
* redundant. *
***********************************************************************/
branches( , Node, History, , [], []) :-
mast(History, Node), !.
branches(Direction, Node, History, Graph, [], [Branch])
:- !, % No mast established. Play in environment.
graph tree(Direction, Node, e, History, Graph,
Branch).
branches(Direction, Node, History, Graph, [Child |
Children], [Branch | Branches]) :-
graph tree(Direction, Child, Child, History
Graph, Branch),
branches(Direction, Node, History, Graph
Children, Branches)
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/***********************************************************************
* mast(History, Node) determines if the current Node is *
* on an established mast. A mast is established if *
* 1) Node is the Root, or *
* 2) there has been one environmental play (e) *
* between Node and an earlier occurrence, or *
* 3) there have been two environmental plays between *
* Node and an earlier occurrence of Node - x *
* kobanned). *
***********************************************************************/
mast([Root - o], Root) :- !.
mast([e | History], Node) :- !, mast1(History, Node).
mast([ | History], Node) :- mast(History, Node).
mast1([Node - o | ], Node) :- !.
mast1([e | History], Node) :- !, mast2(History, Node).
mast1([ | History], Node) :- mast1(History, Node).
mast2([Node - | ], Node) :- !.
mast2([ | History], Node) :- mast2(History, Node).
tree( , Root0, [], Root) :- !, rewrite(Root0,Root).
tree( , Root0, [e], Root) :- !, rewrite(Root0,Root).
tree(left, Root0, Branches, Root <:: Branches) :- !,
rewrite(Root0,Root).
tree(right, Root0, Branches, Root ::> Branches) :- !,
rewrite(Root0,Root).
rewrite(Root - o, Root) :- !.
rewrite(Root - x, # Root) :- !.
rewrite(Root, Root) :- !.
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